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When dissimilar molecules in a liquid mixture react isothermally to form covalent bonds and linear chain
macromolecules grow until the liquid vitrifies, the complexCp of the mixture measured for a fixed frequency
decreases. The real component of thisCp measured as a function of the number of covalent bonds formed, or
macroscopic reaction time, shows a dispersionlike decrease and the imaginary component a peak. From these
data, the evolution of structural relaxation time during the growth of the macromolecules has been determined
and its formalism given.@S1063-651X~96!50908-6#

PACS number~s!: 61.25.Hq, 64.70.Pf, 82.60.Fa

When molecules in a liquid spontaneously combine to
produce a covalently bonded structure, the size of the diffus-
ing entity grows continuously and irreversibly at a fixed tem-
perature. This alters the molecular dynamics of the liquid as
its density, viscosity, and molecular diffusion, or relaxation
time, all increase when van der Waal’s and other weak in-
teractions are replaced by covalent bonds and the number of
configurational states available to the structure of the liquid
decreases irreversibly under isothermal conditions. Increase
in the molecular diffusion time on the growth of a macro-
molecule in turn slows the rate of the very chemical reaction
that allows the macromolecule’s growth@1#. Thus a so-called
negative feedback between the physical and chemical pro-
cesses reduces the rate of both diffusion and reaction such
that, when a certain number of covalent bonds has formed,
chemical and physical changes become unobservable over a
period of;103 s and the liquid is said to have vitrified under
isothermal conditions. This is accompanied by a freezing-in
of molecular dynamics of the liquid, which in turn is re-
flected in the measured thermodynamic functions. By using a
technique developed for studying this phenomenon, we have
measured simultaneously the heat evolved during this pro-
cess and the real and imaginary components of heat capacity
Cp , i.e.,C p8 andC p9, without the complications arising from
the dynamic thermal conductivity. Here we report a study of
the growth of a linear chain macromolecule formed by reac-
tion betweenn-hexylamine ~molecule A! and diglycidyl
ether of bisphenol-A ~moleculeB! in molar ratio of 1:1. It
should be stressed that the observation of this phenomenon is
important here; the choice of material is incidental.

A microcalorimeter with a differential cell configuration
was used for determiningDH, the heat evolved during the
course of chemical reactions that led to the macromolecule’s
growth, andCp of the liquid during this growth. It consisted
of two identical cells containing mercury, each constructed
from a closed-end stainless steel tube, 100 mm long, 4.7 mm
internal diameter and 0.15 mm wall thickness. It was wound
on its outside with a heater wire and thereafter a sensor. Each
as a whole was kept inside a thermal bath with H2 gas at 1
bar, which served as a heat transmitting medium between the
isothermal bath and the cell, as shown in Fig. 2 of Ref.@2#.

Two identical Pyrex glass tubes of 80 mm length, 2.2 mm
internal diameter, and 0.25 mm wall thickness were im-
mersed one each in the mercury contained in each cell. The
glass tube immersed in one cell contained the liquid sample
and that immersed in the second, identical cell acting as a
reference, was kept empty. Immersion of the tubes in mer-
cury ensured excellent thermal contact between the sample,
heater, and the sensor. The cell was heated by a sinusoidal
power signal,P(t8) of known amplitude and frequency, su-
perimposed on a constant valueP0 , such that
P(t8)5P0@11cos~vt8!#, wherev is the angular frequency
andt8 the time. The dissipation of this power occurred in two
ways,~a! through the cell walls to the thermal bath, and~b!
through the cell walls to the mercury, the Pyrex tube and the
sample, all arranged concentrically.C p8 andC p9 were deter-
mined from the changes in the amplitude and the phase angle
of the observed sinusoidal temperature profile. The micro-
calorimeter was calibrated by an independent procedure us-
ing a sinusoidal heat pulse.

Within the approximation of linear response, the calori-
metric cell can be described as an electrical circuit with dis-
tributed loss and storage components@3#. In this manner, the
complex temperatureT x* of the cell sensor is related to the
complex equivalent electrical admittanceY* by
T x*2T 0*5A*Y* /(11B*Y* ) where T 0* is the complex
temperature of the cell without the sample andA* andB*
are the instrument’s constants which are frequency- and
temperature-dependent, according to our deduction from Eq.
~2.24! in Ref. @3#.

In this assembly, the sample was heated from the sur-
rounding, and so the equations for the heat flow are analo-
gous to those in the case@3# when the sample is heated from
its core. From the dimensions of our sample and from these
equations, we usedY*5 ivC p* . For the frequency, 10

22 Hz,
used here, this approximation causes at most 2% error in our
Cp values.

As the heat was released during the macromolecule’s
growth, the sample cell’s temperature increased in propor-
tion to the rate of heat release. The effect of the sinusoidal
power input of frequencyv was superposed on this
temperature-time profile. The numerical average of the tem-
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perature over one cycle, after calibration with a known
power from a heater, provided the value of]H/]t, simulta-
neously withC p8 andC p9.

Figures 1~a!–1~c! show direct measurements ofC p8, C p9
and the heat evolved during the course of the macromol-
ecule’s growth at 300.1 K. The total heat evolved,DH total, is
the area under the curve labeled~]H/]t)T shown in Fig. 1~c!,
and would be equal to the total heat evolved when integra-
tion is done up tot approaching infinity, when polymeriza-
tion will be complete. But since measurements were done
only up to 63 ks, during which time polymerization did not
reach completion, this area gives only a fraction of the heat
evolved during the macromolecule’s growth. So a further
experiment was done in which the sample was rate-heated
and the rest of the heat evolved during polymerization deter-
mined by integration of a curve obtained on a temperature
ramp. The total heat evolved,DH total, is the sum of the heat
evolved isothermally as determined from the area under the
curve in Fig. 1~c! and the heat evolved during the rate-
heating in the further experiment. This heat is directly pro-
portional to the number of covalent bonds formed and since
the total number of such bonds formed is equal to the
Avogadro number~6.0331023!, and the bonding between 0.5
moles ofA and 0.5 moles ofB leads to theAuBuAuBu

chain structure, the total number of bonds formed at timet is
given by n(t)56.0331023@DH(t)/DH total#. But, because of
the prohibitive slowness of the chemical reactions,DH mea-
sured under isothermal conditions at 300.1 K is much less
than DH total, and so the number of bonds formed did not
reach 6.0331023 after reactions had occurred for 23 ks at
300.1 K. Thus,n(t) calculated fromDH(t), which has been
plotted against the time of reaction in Fig. 1~c!, does not
reach 6.0331023. Using this variation ofn with t, the t de-
pendence ofC p8 andC p9 was converted to theirn dependence
for which the plot againstn is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The shape
of these plots resembles theC p8 andC p9 spectra of liquids in
the frequency domain where the structure and/or dynamics
remains unchanged with time@4#.

The low n limit of C p8 ~5285 J mol21 K21! in Fig. 2~c!
represents the specific heat of the liquid sample when the
characteristic relaxation times of the internal modes are
shorter than the experimental time window. This is the usual
thermodynamicCp measured when enough time is taken to
allow all the ‘‘internal modes’’ to contribute. The highn
limit of C p8 ~5217.5 J mol21 K21! does not contain all con-
tributions from those internal modes which fail to relax
within the observation time.

To obtain information on the dynamicCp response of
the sample with increasingn, we consider first the molecu-
lar processes involved. Each one of the two types of mol-
ecules in the liquid forms two covalent bonds with the mol-
ecule of the other type, thus forming a chain sequence
—AuBuAuBu. The ends of this chain may ultimately
link together or not, depending upon the diffusion probability
of the end molecules towards each other and the bond com-
patibility of the end molecules. This may lead to loop forma-
tion as well as to a distribution of chain lengths. When this
irreversible growth occurs, or asn increases,Cp changes for
at least five reasons:~i! a decrease in the concentration of

FIG. 1. The~a! real and~b! imaginary components of specific
heat at 0.01 Hz measured during the linear chain growth, i.e.,
uAuBuAuBu structure, withA beingn-hexylamine andB,
diglycidyl ether of bisphenolA at 300.1 K. In this process, the
nitrogen atom ofn-hexylamine covalently bonds with one terminal
carbon atom of the epoxy groups of twoB molecules. Part~c!
contains a plot of the heat release~]H/]t)T and a plot of the number
of covalent bonds formed as the reaction occurred. The plots are
against time during the course of the macromolecule’s growth.

FIG. 2. The plots of~a! Cp8 and ~b! Cp9 againstn and ~c! the
complex plane plots ofCp9 andCp8 at 0.01 Hz. Crosses represent the
data points calculated from Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and ~2! with g50.55. In
~c! the number of bonds formed increases from right to left. The
process is irreversible.
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impurity ions as they associate to form ion pairs~this is also
the origin of the observed dielectric permittivity decrease
@1#!, which alters the configurational contribution toCp ; ~ii !
an increase in the molecular diffusion time which causesC p8
to decrease progressively from its molecular state~n50!, to
a macromolecular state~n@0!, the lower value ofC p8 repre-
senting the contribution from all the modes with characteris-
tic frequency much lower than that used in the experiment;
~iii ! a change in the contribution toCp from the high fre-
quency modes as the vibrational frequencies increase and
new vibrational modes with new density distribution become
important; ~iv! a change in the relaxation function as the
liquid structure changes; and~v! a splitting of the unimodal
relaxation function into a bimodal relaxation function corre-
sponding to thea andb processes@1,5#. Thus the complex
C p* becomesn dependent,and in a general formalism:

Cp* ~v,n!5Cp8~v,n!2 iCp
9 ~v,n!

5Cp,`~n!1@Cp,0~n!2Cp,`~n!#

3E
0

`

2e2 ivt@]f~ t !/]t#ndt ~1!

whereCp,`(n) andCp,0(n) are the high and low frequency
limits of the heat capacity, respectively, whenn is fixed. For
a molecular process,f~t! is generally defined as

@f~ t !#n5exp$2@ t/t~n!#b~n!% ~2!

wheret is the characteristic relaxation time,b an empirical
parameter whose magnitude determines the shape of the
spectra~whenb51, the spectrum is symmetrical and of the
Debye form, and when 0,b,1 it is asymmetrically
stretched from the Debye form! and t is the time for the
observation of the perturbation’s decay.

For a system whose state changes with time,n and t,
strictly speaking, are time dependent and Eq.~2! is not ap-
plicable in strict terms. The period of the sinusoidal pulse we
used was 100 s. In this caseC p8 andC p9 may be measured
accurately only when the rate of increase inn with t is in-
significant during the sinusoidal signal period, or that the
effect of such change is within the experimental errors.

Equation~1! for a structure-invariant system can be writ-
ten as

Cp85Cp,`1~Cp,02Cp,`!N8 ~3!

and

Cp
95~Cp,02Cp,`!N9 ~4!

by defining

N* @vt~n!,b~n!#5E
0

`

2e2 ivt@]f~ t !/]t#ndt ~5!

or

N82 iN95L~]f/]t !n . ~6!

In the small range ofn where the relaxation features in Fig.
2 appear, the terms@Cp,0(n)2Cp,`(n)# andb~n! can be as-

sumed to change withn negligibly in comparison with the
many orders of increase int, so that in a first approximation
one obtains

Cp* ~v,n!5Cp,`1~Cp,02Cp,`!N* „vt~n!…. ~7!

Thus Eq.~7! becomes invariant of one’s choice ofv or t,
andb~n! is replaced by a constant value,g. In this manner
each data point for a single frequency is described byvt~n!,
and Kramers-Kronig relations are obeyed, but the entire
curve ~Fig. 2! is described byg andvt. By analyzing the
data of Fig. 2~c! according to Eq.~7!, g was found to be
0.5560.01. The characteristic relaxation timet was calcu-
lated for each point by determining the productvt for each
measured value ofCp8(vt) andCp9(vt) as described before
for the dielectric data@1,5,6#. Since v is a constant this
yields a value oft for each value ofC p* measured for a
certainn during the growth of the macromolecules. The re-
sulting values oft are plotted againstn in Fig. 3, where the
corresponding data from the dielectric relaxation measure-
ments@7#, for whichg is 0.35, are included. The values oft
from theC p* and dielectric measurements differ by nearly a
factor of 10 where they are expected to overlap. Recognizing
that the distribution of relaxation times differs for dielectric
and structural relaxation, it is more appropriate to compare
the average of the relaxation time,^t&5~t/g!G~1/g!, whereG
represents the gamma function of~1/g!. Within the experi-
mental and analytical errors,^t& from C p* seems to agree
with that from dielectric measurements.

Cp8 andCp9 and their change withn, as measured here, for
a fixed frequency can be discussed entirely in terms of the
hydrodynamics of the liquid, i.e., in terms of isothermal
changes in the viscosity and the bulk modulus, as discussed
by Zwanzig@8#. In this consideration, the contributions from
the hydrodynamic modes are lost more and more as the liq-
uid becomes progressively more viscous isothermally with
spontaneous increase inn or the chain length. The measured
Cp appears to thus becomen dependent because it ist in the
productvt, and notv, that increases irreversibly and spon-
taneously with increase inn. This is the main difference
between theC p* spectral@4#, wherev is deliberately varied
at a constant temperature of a structurally invariant system,
and theC p* variation studied here, wheret increases spon-
taneously and irreversibly witht and n. When t becomes

FIG. 3. The relaxation time calculated from the data in Figs. 1
and 2 is plotted against the number of bonds formed. Circles are the
data from the corresponding dielectric measurements@7#. The lower
plots are for the characteristic relaxation timet with g50.55 @Eq.
~3!#. The upper plots are for the average relaxation time. For clarity
of plotting the data for the latter are multiplied by 100.
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longer in comparison withv21 ~the observation time as de-
termined byv!, the internal or hydrodynamic modes of the
newly formed structure in the liquid do not contribute fully
to the entropy fluctuations of the liquid, andCp acquires a
real and an imaginary component. Thus the dynamic heat
capacity is a direct consequence of the increase inn here
through an increase int. A peak inC p9 appears whenvt51.
The decrease inC p8 with increase inn, as observed here,
represents the change in the average entropy fluctuation ac-
cording to the equation@9#

DCp5
@~DS2!n502~DS2!n5n~ t !#

kB
~8!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant.
We briefly consider whyC p8 increased asn increased

from its zero value during the beginning of the experiment
@Fig. 1~a!#. Because there is no corresponding change inC p9,
this increase should result from an increase in the configura-
tional and/or vibrational contributions with no corresponding

change inC p9; we attribute this increase to effect~i! de-
scribed here earlier, namely to an increase in the number of
accessible configurations when the dielectric permittivity de-
creases@5–7# with increase inn, and the impurity ions form
ion pairs, thereby releasing dipolar parts of the molecule
from their solvation shell.

In summary, fromCp relaxation of a time-variant system,
we have shown how the relaxation time evolves during the
irreversible growth of macromolecules and how the dynam-
ics of this evolution differs from that observed in dielectric
relaxation. Similar studies may be useful for examining also
the dynamics of degradation of materials in which covalent
bonds are broken by high-energy photon irradiation and
where the relaxation time would decrease with decrease inn.
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